====================================
Episode 25: No Relief
====================================
An hour passed since Christopher challenged the Amakumaras and lost badly. Lisa had
no other choice but to go along with them - fearing that they were going to attack her.
Meanwhile outside Tokyo's city limits, Maxelle and her crew were locating Christopher
and Lisa.
Damien: Maxelle, are you able to trace Christopher's Raiken energy yet?
Maxelle: Yes; I'm feeling that being saturated by something. I'm not sure what it is.
Koya: Well, what is it?
Maxelle: I don't know; all I know is that we have to find him before something happens
to him.
Meanwhile at the Amakumara household, Lisa was becoming curious of why they
couldn't kill Fujino themselves and why they're holding Christopher captive.
Natsumi: I'm sorry for what happened to your master.
Lisa: It's alright. I have a question about Fujino; why couldn't you defeat them?
Natsuki: Our magic is useless against her. I'm quite positive that if we used our Suiken
powers against her, Japan would be a sea world.
Lisa: I see. So, are you two demons, like Suija?
Natsuki: No. Suija's powers are limitless but we have limits on how much water we
produce.
Lisa: . . . . . .
Meanwhile at Christopher's location, he wakes up and sees that Lisa was gone.
Christopher: Now where's Lisa at? Great, the Amakumaras must have got her. (senses
Raiken energy nearby.) I'm sensing Raiken energy nearby. It must be Ruth.
Then, he tries to release his Raiken energy but it was cut off. Maxelle and the others felt
that surge.
Maxelle: (felt her rod rumbled.)

Koya: Your rod; is that Raiken energy?
Maxelle: Yes. (sees that her rod was pointing at a mansion.) Christopher and Lisa are in
that mansion; let's go in there and rescue them.
Inside the mansion, the Amakumaras were able to sense that Christopher's
reinforcements have arrived.
Natsumi: They're here.
Natsuki: I know. Stay back, Lisa.
Lisa: But you're making a big mistake challenging them; we're supposed to be on the
same side.
Then, Maxelle and the others appeared.
Maxelle: Lisa, are you alright?
Lisa: Yes.
Damien: Where's Christopher at?
Natsuki: He's in the house. If you want him back, you're going to have to beat us.
Damien: I don't have a huge problem with that. Let's get them.
Maxelle: (senses water flowing from them.) Damien, wait!!
It was too late Damien was blasted away from the Amakumaras' Hydro-Beam. Maxelle
was able find out why Christopher's Raiken powers were sealed.
Ruth: Why you - - Maxelle: No, Ruth. Stand back; I'll take them on.
Koya: Are you serious? Those two have the same powers as Suija.
Kei: But something's different about that power they used.
Koya: What is it?

They see that Damien was able to get up from that attack.
Damien: Maxelle, I'll go on ahead and aid you.
Maxelle: You're in no condition to fight; so just stay back for now.
Then, Christopher appears and jumps out of the Amakumaras' house.
Christopher: I'll take you guys on. It's going to take more than one lucky punch to keep
me down.
Koya: Christopher! You're alive.
Natsuki: Fool. I admire your courage for challenging us; but if you don't want to get hurt
even more, I suggest you stay down and don't get back up.
Christopher: Why? I'm an old testament man; there's an eye for an eye for what you
fuckers did to me. Now, it's my turn to return the favor to you two.
Natsuki: Ok, you asked for it. Ready, Natsumi?
Natsumi: Yes, I'm ready.
Christopher was able to fight them alongside Maxelle; but Maxelle was getting beat by
them - angering Christopher. He tries to release his Raiken powers but he was having a
difficult time activating them. Then, Natsuki punches him in the face and kicks him in the
stomach. While he was down, Natsuki and Natsumi were kicking him - but he was
blocking those attacks. Koya and Ruth tried to help Christopher and Maxelle.
Christopher felt his adrenaline getting high and he knew that the Amakumaras used that
Suiken power to seal it. With no other option, Christopher decided to release his Raiken
powers by releasing his aura. The Amakumaras backed off as soon as he released that
saturation from them.
Natsumi: That's impossible. How was he able to do that?!
Natsuki: . . . . . .
Christopher: (then, the Amakumaras tried to attack him again with the same attack they
used to seal up his Raiken powers. But this time, he was able to catch both of their
hands.) Now, it's my turn.
Christopher kicked them both straight to the wall. But before he could finish them off,
Lisa defends the Amakumaras.

Lisa: Stop it, Christopher.
Christopher: Lisa, get out of the way.
Lisa: No, these two are demon hunters. They needed our help to bring down Fujino, the
wind demon.
Maxelle: Demon hunters?
Christopher: . . . . . .
Lisa: Christopher, please. I won't allow you to harm them; they could be of some help to
you in bringing her down.
Christopher: I see your reasons, Lisa. But still - - - who am I kidding? Alright, Lisa; I'll let
them go for your sake.
Christopher spares them. Hours passed since Christopher and Maxelle fought against
the Amakumaras; they were able to agree to Alice's terms in bringing down Fujino.
Christopher: So how's Leo feeling about us bringing down Fujino?
Maxelle: The same. Anyway, we have to take care of her minions; then we can take her
head on.
Christopher: How are we going to approach her minions? I was able to take on one of
her minions; she's somewhat powerful.
Natsumi: That was Ryoko Hisamitsu that you fought against; she's Fujino's disciple. She
and Fujino uses wind magic to deprive people of their oxygen; I would be careful of
them, if I were you.
Christopher: You mean to tell me that the female minions of Fujino's faction are
disciples of her?
Natsuki: She has only two females; the other one is her retainer, Yumi Eto.
Christopher: Does she use magic?
Natsuki: Yes, but it isn't as powerful as Ryoko or Fujino's.
Then, Koya, Kori and the Meguras appear.

Christopher: So, are you guys ready to go kill some demons?
Koya: Yes, we are.
Christopher: Good. Now, let's go.

